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Genuinely Innovative. Truly Integrated.

CaseXport™
CaseXport is the industry’s only searchable, standalone
archive tool that is easy to use both as a site archive,
and for incorporating data into an eSubmission.

Eliminate expensive time-consuming
re-engineering of trial data into PDFs
Fully integrated with DSG’s eCaseLink™ software,
CaseXport provides real-time access to clinical data,
enabling review of site status and patient data at any
time. CaseXport embeds the clinical data in your study
within eCRFs (PDF files) together with all of the visual
indicators of changes, closed queries, signature status,
source document verification status and other data.
It then prepares eCRFs for off-line viewing, along with
audit trail, queries and reports.
CaseXport is used by worldwide regulatory authorities
in the US, Europe and Japan. Additionally, the FDA has
audited eCaseLink sites and reported very positive
comments to sponsors regarding its ease of use.
At any point in a study DSG can provide CaseXport CDs
or DVDs and individual discs for each site’s archive,
enabling portable review and analysis of each or all sites.

Easy review of data
CaseXport is designed so that auditors can easily and
quickly move from data entry screen to query threads
and to the audit trail with a click of a button. Data is
searched by subject, keyword or date.

The only fully electronic study archive available
Everything involved in your study—eCRF’s, reports, images,
audit trail, queries — is captured and stored electronically,
saving cost and time. At any point, DSG can create a copy
of your study on CaseXport, so you never will lose critical
information.

About DSG
DSG Inc. supports clinical trial data collection and management
with innovative technology solutions including Electronic Data Capture
with specialized Clinical Data Management services, Electronic Patient
Diaries, Clinical Trial Management Systems and digital on-demand
Case Report Form publishing management software. DSG has
successfully supported over 1,000 clinical trials for more than 325
companies, at over 18,000 sites in over 68 countries. Founded in 1992,
DSG is a global company headquartered in Malvern, Pa., with additional
offices in the U.S., Japan and India.
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Security
CaseXport’s sophisticated encryption
option protects clinical data from
unauthorized access.

Submission-ready study data
within hours of final database lock
Once your study is completed,
CaseXport can be ready for FDA
submission within hours.

No expensive re-engineering
of data into PDFs
When you are ready for FDA submission,
CaseXport makes it easy to deliver
data efficiently and cost-effectively.
With DSG’s ground-breaking proprietary
technologies, eCaseLink files are
automatically saved into a PDF format.
The FDA has audited eCaseLink sites
and reported very positive comments
to sponsors regarding ease of use of the
CaseXport site archive product.
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